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Agricultural Experiment Station

C

£ NI

By Howard W. Ottoson

One hundred years ago this
year, the first agricultural experiment station in the United States
was established at the University of
Connecticut.
Agricultural research was not
new then; it had its roots in Scotland, Germany and England as
well as in the early American colonies. But the Connecticut legislature gave agricultural experimentation new status and new life by
tying it to a Land Grant U niversity. Other states followed suit,
until 15 had experiment stations
by 1884.
That year, the U.S. Congress
passed the Hatch Act, providing
federal funds for the su pport of
research in the states. Four years
later all of the 38 states had agricultural experiment stations, including Nebraska, which opened
its station in 1886. The first bulletin, "Irrigation in Nebraska" by L.
E. Hicks, was published in 1887.
To honor this century of resea~ch, 1975 has been designated
nationally as the experiment stat~O? centennial year. Many activItIes have been planned to
commemorate this anniversary.
l!SDA's 1975 Yearbook of Agriculture will feature research
don.e at the state agricultural expenment stations. A centennial
medal, illustrated on the opposite

H.OWARD W. OTTOSON, Director of the

Ag~ICult';lral Experiment Station, is now

ActIng VICe Cha nee II or f or Agnculture
.
and
Natural Resources.

page, has been struck. And Nebraska and other states are participating with local celebrations.
A centennial provides the opportunity to look back at the past
in appreciation of leaders who
have contributed and achievements realized. Agriculture was
more an art than a science when
experimental work began in Nebraska with the growing of sugarbeets on the agricultural college
farm in 1873. Early research reports cover variety trials of wheat,
oats, barley, potatoes, grasses, and
clovers; soils investigations; pig
feeding; the cost of sorghum produc.tion; and the depth of sowing
gram.
During the past 10 years, in contrast, the Station has reported on
till-plant systems, protein content
of wheat, physiological effects of
herbicides, ecofallow, calf scou r
vaccine, human nutrition, feedlot
pollution control, accelerated pork
processing, beef cattle crossbreeding, and swine housing. Some topics do not change in title, but
their content changes, as our scientists continue to produce new
breeding lines and varieties of
wheat, corn, grasses, and other
crops.
The real meaning of a centenniallies in looking ahead. The goal
of the Station's research program
is to insure an adequate and safe
food supply, and to increase the
efficiency of Nebraska's food production, to develop and conserve
our natural resources, to improve
homemaking and enhance rural
living. As we work toward these

general goals we will emphasize
new problem areas. We will continue to be concerned with efficiency in the use of all of our
resources-water, soil, and energy
-in farming. With higher cost of
energy, and the reflection of this
fact in the cost of various agricultural inputs, the rules of the game
are changed. We will see new emphasis on conservation farming,
minimum tillage, and other means
of lowering costs of production.
Increasing crop yields involves
research on physiology of crop
plants, on ability of crops to assimilate nutrients, on the possibilities
for more nitrogen supplied by
nitrogen-fixing bactine. We will
work not only on pesticides, but
pest resistant varieties and biological control. Increasing reproductive performance in livestock is a
means of improving efficiency of
meat production, nutrition and efficiency of feed utilization. Environmental issues in agriculture
are a continuing concern, as well
as genetic vulnerability of crops to
weather, diseases, and insects.
Climate and strategies to cope with
adverse climatic conditions will be
given more attention. Human nutrition, food processing, and food
quality are topics of interest to
consumers, and are a means of
stretching food supplies.
The Nebraska Station looks toward the second century of agricultural research with pride in its
past and with anticipation for new
problems to be solved in the interest of Nebraska's agriculture
and rural people. D
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Rain Is

a Sotnetitne

Thing

By Ray Bentall
Last year's drought will be long
remembered by Nebraska farmers
whose dryland crops and pastures
were parched by lack of moisture
and by hot dry winds. Of the few
more than 100 U.S. Weather Service stations for which monthly
precipitation and temperature
normals have been established for
1941-70, 60 percent reported deficient precipitation in April, 80
percent in May, 83 percent in
June, 99 percent in July, and 44
percent in August. At nearly all
stations in the state the mercury
climbed higher than 100°F in both
June and July.
By mid-July it was apparent that
most nonirrigated crops were deteriorating. Continued dry hot
weather dashed hopes for dryland
corn and prompted many farmers
to cut for silage the corn they had
planted for grain.
At year's end, all but one of the
Weather Service stations which
have established precipitation
normals reported below normal
precipitation. At 30 percent of the
stations the departure from the
annual normal was -6 to -8 inches, at 22 percent it was -8 to
- 10 inches, and at 19 percent it
was more than 10 inches below
normal.
The greatest recorded deficit, a
little more than 17 inches, was at
Beatrice. Since the normal for that
town is 30.5 inches, total precipitation received was short by more
than 50 percent. Even so, precipitation at Beatrice was greater than
at most stations in the Panhandle
and North-Central divisions. At
several places in those divisions,
precipitation for the year was less
than 10 inches. For example, the
total for 1974 was 6.85 inches at
Mitchell, in Scotts Bluff County.
The explanation for this seeming
discrepancy is the large difference

RAY BENTALL is a hydrologist for Conservation and Survey Division.
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in normal annual precipitation acrosS the state. Normals for stations
in the Panhandle Division average
abou t 17.5 inches whereas normals
for stations in the Southeast Division average about 31 inches.
As shown by the maps on the
facing page, all Weather Service
divisions in the state had deficits of
more than 2 inches in 1934, 1936,
1939, 1956, and 1974. The first
three of these occurred during the
Great Drought of the 1930s; the
fourth was the worst of the
1952-56 drought years, and the
last may have been either a oneyear "stand" or the beginning of
an extended drought. Almost
everyone would like to know
whether '75 will be a repeat of '74,
but whether it will be is anyone's
guess.
No Patterns Emerge
Oh, for another dreaming
Pharoah and an interpreter like
Joseph to foretell which years will
be dry and which wet! So much of
the "chance" in agricultural planning then would be eliminated.
But, as shown by the maps, no
regular pattern of dry, average, or
wet years can be discerned. Dry
years can immediately precede or
follow wet years or several nearnormal years may intervene. The
vagaries of moisture su pplies pose
a real challenge for the farmer and
complicate the entire economy.
Although some droughts involve large areas, luckily they
never seem to be of global or even
continental extent. Last year's
drought in Nebraska and some
other Plains states is a case in
point. While we were wanting for
moisture, much of the country was
amply supplied. Though hard for
Nebraskans to believe, runoff
from the five major drainage basins of the United States was 60
percent greater than normal in
1974.
The irregularities of drought
occurrences and the differing du-

rations of droughts and betweendrought intervals are well brought
out by tree-ring studies made by
Harry E. Weakly, Research Soil
Scientist of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture in Lincoln. Using
red cedar and western yellow pine
as study material, he compiled a
drought chronology for the
748-year period 1210-1958. During this period 21 droughts averaging 12.8 years and inteFvening
times averaging 20.9 years were
recorded, as shown in the table
below.
Table 1. Occurrence of drought in western Nebraska during 748-year period.
1210-1958.
First year

Las! veal'

1231
1220
1260
1272
1276
1313
1383
1388
1455
1438
1493
1498
1529
1512
1539
1564
1587
1605
1630
1626
1668
1675
1688
1707
1732
1728
1761
1773
1803
1798
1822
1832
1858
1866
1895
1884
1906
1913
1931
1940
1957
1952
Average

Duratioll,
vears

12
13
38
6
18
6
18
26
19
5
8
20
5
13
6

Years bet ween
droughts

10

29
3
33
16
38
13
10
23
20
38
13
21
29
26
25
25
18
10
17

6
12.8

20.9

II

9
12
8

II

Because he classified as droughts
only those periods in which tree
growth was reduced for at least 5
years, no droughts of less than 5
years are involved.
Although neither the precipitation records nor the long-term
tree-ring studies provide any basis
for predicting droughts, they
strongly indicate that serious
droughts have occurred in the past
and are likely to occur in the future. One consolation they do provide is that droughts have never
been so severe that recovery did
not follow. D
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MONENSIN
By Stanley Farlin

A new
additive for
cattle feed to
improve utilization

STANLEY FARLIN is Associate Professor,
Beef "I utrition. "I ebraska research on
monensin was carried on jointly with
DONALD C. CLANTON, Professor of Animal
Science, "Iorth Platte Station.
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Recent periods of high-priced
feed and relatively low cattle
prices, along with possible loss of
diethylstilbestrol DES and various
antibiotics, have created a need for
a compound which will effectively
enhance cattle's utilization of feed.
Monensin (trade name "Rumensin") could fill that need. It has
been proven effective by tests at
the University of NebraskaLincoln and by other universities.
And it does not leave harmful residues in animal tissues. It may
rank along with DES in its potential for the beef industry.
Although classified as an antibiotic from Streptomyces cinnamonensis, monensin acts in the
rumen-not in animal tissue,
which is consumed by humans.
Thus, it is not apt to come under
the same criticism as other antibiotics that are currently being used
in livestock production.
The encouraging point about
monensin is that results from the
various stations testing it show that
it will improve feed efficiency an
average of 11 percent. In Nebraska's four trials the improvement averaged 8 percent in finishing rations, with one trial resulting
in a I3-percent improvement.
Other universities evaluating
monensin came up with similar results.
Monensin appears to be equally
effective in improving feed efficiency in rations based on roughages or pasture. I t likely will have
application in all phases of beef
production when supplementation
procedures have been worked out.
Only a relatively small amount
of monensin is needed to cause the
improvement in feed utilization in
feedlot rations-20 or 30 grams
per ton of air-dry ration. This is

comparable to adding about 1 pint
to 5,000 gallons of water.
The im provement in feed conversion can mean a real savings to
Nebraska cattle feeders. For example, with feed cost of $.45 per
pound of gain, a reduction of 11
percent from monensin for cattle
fed from 700 to 1,100 pounds
shows a feed savings of $19.80 for
each animal.
Monensin at recommended
levels tends to reduce feed consumption, yet rate of gain remains
about the same. It should be an
excellent investment for the cattle
feeder, one that is badly needed
when grain prices are high compared to cattle prices.
A decision by FDA on clearance
of monensin in beef rations is expected by late summer. When
cleared it is likely to be widely used
as a beef feed additive.
The participation of the University of Nebraska beef nutrition research program in evaluating
monensin is an example of
cooperative research with private
industry. The Department of
Animal Science took on this
cooperative research with private
industry because the research was
consistent with the overall objectives of the beef nutrition program, the compound offered real
poten tial to the Nebraska ca ttle
feeder, the company was willing to
support research financially, and
facilities were currently available
for this type of research.
Preliminary data with monensin
had indicated that this compound
had real potential for improving
feed efficiency of feedlot cattle.
Since feed costs may constitute up
to 80 percent of total cost of gain
for beef cattle, a significant improvement in feed efficiency can
be approximately four times more
effective in reducing cost of gain
than a similar improvement in rate
of gain. Because of a possible
II-percent savings in feed, the
University felt justified in entering
into a cooperative evaluation of
monensin.D

A pig can be many things, dep.ending upon a person's point of
view.
To the producer, a pig is a sow
or a market hog. Supermarket
meat managers see pigs as loins,
hams, bacon and chops. Consumers see pigs as barbecued spare
ribs, ham sandwiches and pork
roasts. Meatpackers look at the pig
still differently.
When all segments of the food
chain-producer, packer, retailer
and consumer-understand each
others needs, desires and problems, then marketing misunderstanding can be reduced.
Consumers want tasty, tender,
economic, pork products. The
others in the marketing chain want
to provide a product and services
and make a reasonable profit. The
objectives of these people are not
incompatible. With greater understanding on everyone's part, producers are more likely to be satisfied and consumers are more
likely to enjoy the product.
The purpose of this story is to
provide more information about
one part of the marketing process,
slaughter and processing.
What is a pig to a packer?
Carcass cuts are important, but
so are skin, organs, bone and even
blood and connective tissue. The
packer's goal is to get maximum
dollar value for every part of the
pig, because what they don't sell
costs money in the form of lowered returns.
U sing and consuming every part
of the pig is critical. So is increasing the return for each part by
seeking high value utilization.
How much is a pig worth?
One way to determine that is to
take an average pig and add up
the value of his various parts.
Based on data for more than
5?0,00? market hogs, the average
pig weighs 252 pounds and costs
the packer $103.32 (at 41 cents per
pound). If a different live price
ROGER MA:-.IDJ(;O

Science (\Ieats).

is Professor of Animal

WHAT
IS A
PIG?
And how much
is it worth?
By Roger Mandigo

From all over the carcass and
head are trimmings, small pieces
of lean meat used in luncheon
meats, processed meats, sausages
and hot dogs.
Some of the pig's fat is rendered, but processors incorporate
fat into other meat products. Fat
makes meat products juicy and
gives them good flavor, and fat is a
good source of energy in the diet.
Skins have traditionally been
converted to gelatin. Many pig
skins are made into shoes and
some are used medically as temporary burn protection for humans. Some of the organs are used
for pharmaceuticals or put into
pet foods. Bones are ground into
bone meal.
The value of by-products from
an average pig is $11.00. Add this
to the $107.00 from the carcass for
a total value of $118.31. Costs of
purchase, killing, refrigeration
and distribution are subtracted
from this, leaving a profit of 24
cents per pig (see Table on page
9).

were used the figures would be
different, but the relationship
would essentially be the same.
From that average pig comes
71.5 percent carcass and 28.5 percent by-products. The pictures
and table on the following pages
break this down in detail.
The value of the carcass is
$107.69, with about half of that
coming from the ham and the
loins. Ham is 16 percent of the
pig's live weight, about 22 percent
of the carcass. On a $41 hog market, the hams from this pig will account for $27.47 return. They can
be cured, smoked or sold fresh.
The second wholesale cut is the
loin, 13 percent of the live weight
and almost 20 percent of the carcass. At 82 cents per pound it is
worth $27.57.
Spareribs and bacon have high
consumer demand and their value
reflects this popularity. Spareribs
from the average pig earn $4.08,
and the bacon $19.18 after curing
and smoking.

While this may seem small,
many packers wish they could
make this level of profit. The packers make their money on volume
processing. An average large packers kills 2 million hogs a year. A
25-cent profit on everyone of
them would make $500,000 profit.
Many are losing money now because most are running at half
speed, killing 2,000 to 3,000 pigs
per day instead of 4,000 to 6,000.
The plants continue to operate
even at a loss because it is less
costly than letting the plant stand
idle. Shutting down a plant also
puts employees out of work.
Understanding the narrow and
often elusive profits that packers
experience may help put pork
prices into better perspective for
consumers and producers alike.
The data reveals that profits can
be made, but only when highly efficient operations are tied to maximum production. 0
(Continued

all

next page.)
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What Is a pig ...

* 1M- 1Jt.
WIN

c-c-

WL

13.85 19.36

~

1.82

Value:

128.57

% Live Wt.

'H AM

16.05

CarC:;lM W(.

Price-Lh.

Vaf lll'

22.44

$ .6H

$27 .47

HOW MUCH IS IT WORTH?

6.20
8

8.65

$.43

$().70

Table I. Value of 252-lb. pig to a meat
packer.
Pe rcent of

• . •

.84
L26

.os

03

.30

Carcass:
16.05
Ham
13.85
Loin
Picnic
6.20
Shoulder Butt 5.50
12.30
Bell y
2.50
Ribs
Trimmings
3.50
1.00
Jowls
Neckbones
1.00
.60
Front feet
Hind feet
.90
T ail
.01
Fat
1.09
Skin
6.99

Q

~~~4
~":I

$'1 .. ' JIIfr- ' .

~
: I

I

.

. :, '

.

.•

'

Dolla"
per lb .

Dollar
value

.68
.82
.43
.61
.62
.65
.60
.32
.23
.20
.03
.20
.34
.13
Subtotal

27.47
28.48
6.70
8.44
19.18
4.08
5.28
.81
.52
.30
.07
.01
5.99
.36
107.69

li \'e weighl

It ern

By products :
Cheek meat
Head meat
Temple meat
Ears
Lips
Snouts
Brains
Pituitary
Pancreas
Thyroid
Liver
Heart
Kidneys
Tongue
Chitterling
Adrenals
Stomach
Weasands
Melts
Ovaries
Lungs
Blood
Hair
Manure
Skull
Jaw bone
Bone dust
Ruffle fat
Caul fat
Leaf fat
Gullet
Ined. intest.
Gall bladder
Head skin
Bladder
Scraps

.55
0.35
0.21
.61
0.05
.55
.36
0. 13
0.05
. 19
0.30
.26
.20
0.06
0.00025 60.00
0.05
.60
0.005
2.50
1.35
.15
.25
0.49
.09
0.24
0.52
.22
1.05
.38
0.003
2.20
0.55
.14
.33
0.03
0.15
.09
0.007
.00
0.91
.02
3.25
.08
0.75
.00
3.40
.10
1.06
.02
0.37
.02
0.25
.02
1.30
.34
.34
0.45
3.15
.34
.02
0.31
.02
2.02
.66
0.06
.10
0.74
.05
0.03
.05
4.43
Subtotal

Total return

Based on data for more

.49
.32
.07
.12
.02
.20
.03
.04
.08
.03
.51
.31
.05
.29
1.01
.02
.19
.03
.003
.00
.05
.66
.00
.86
.05
.02
.01
1.11
.39
2.70
.02
.10
.09
.19
.003
~

10.62
118.31
-103.32
9.87
.75
.-1,lL
.24
$

Live cost
Kill cost
Chilling and freezing
Distribution cost
Profit
:"J Ole:

- - -

thall

500.000 market hogs.
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DIVORCE
•

in the

tniddle years

By Ruby Gingles, Sally VanZandt,
and Debra Schaffer
The cnSIS of the middle years
has recently been receiving a great
deal of attention. Popular writings
indicate it strikes the hardest blow
on marriage. Husbands and wives
may grow apart by the time children leave home and one or both
may look for a satisfying sex partner elsewhere. More open discussions about sex and its importance
in our lives may be bringing marital problems into the open and
may be causing married cou pIes to
question the satisfactions in their
own lives.
As researchers in the Department of Human Development and
the Family, we have undertaken
an exploratory study to gain a better understanding of what happens to people from about 30 to 65
years of age. We have called these
the middle years of life. In teaching a course on the middle years of
life, we find both college age students and returning graduate students very much interested in
gaining a better understanding of
these years. There is much anxiety
about what will happen to marriage and the family as husbands
and wives enter the launching
stage when their children leave the
family home.
Some news items and articles
have reported that divorce rates
go up at this time. The primary
objective of the exploratory study
was to ascertain whether this is an
actual trend or whether we have
expected couples who have been
married 5 or more years to be
married for life. Thus, we are
shocked when the names of couples who have been married 18 or
RUBY GINGLES is Professor, SALLY
V ANZANDT is Assistant Professor, and
DEBRA SCHAFFER is a Research Graduate
Assistant in the Department of Human Development and the Family.
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20 years appear in the newspaper
under divorces granted. To determine whether there is a change
in divorce in the middle years, we
have summarized total trends related to both marriages and divorces.
The total number of marriages
in the United States has increased
regularly as has the total population. The rate, which is the
number of marriages for each
1,000 population, is a better indication of the actual increase in
marriage; and the rate also has increased. In 1968, there was a
sharp 7 -percent increase in the
number of marriages. Since that
time the yearly increase has slowed
down to about 2-percent each
year, with 1972 indicating 10.9
marriages per 1,000 population
and 11.0 in 1973. In 1974, the
marriage rate had decreased to
10.5.
Nebraska Vital Statistics reports a
similar trend (see Table 1 for
comparisons). From 1972 to 1973,
there was a 3-percent decrease,
and from 1973 to 1974 a I-percent
increase which at present seems to
indicate a leveling off period.
The number and rates of divorce in both the United States
and Nebraska have increased as
shown in Table 2. The United
States divorce rate increased from
4.0 per 1,000 population in 1972
to 4.4 in 1973, and to 4.6 in 1974.
The 4.6 rate is now above the previous all time peak of 4.3 per 1,000
population in 1946.
The high divorce rate from
about 1944 to 1947 was attributed
to the post World War II era, an
aftermath of hasty war marriages,
separations and other disruptive
factors related to war times. The
more recent rise in divorce rates,
though not as dramatic, is usually
attributed toward changing at-

titudes with regard to marriages
and divorces, with marriage more
readily contracted and divorce
more easily obtained.
Nebraska changes may be affected by the 1972 No-Fault Divorce laws and the 1975 change
from a 5-day to a 2-day waiting
period between applying for and
granting of a marriage license.
The cold war years have no doubt
been a factor affecting divorce
rates with service men and families
having long periods of separation.
Nebraska divorce rates follow
the same trend as those of the U nited States except that they are
lower than the average. From
1968 to 1974 Nebraska rates
ranged from 2.1 per 1,000 population to 3.36; in the United States
they ranged from 2.9 to 4.6. The
North Central Region of the United States, which includes Nebraska, was second to l~west, the
lowest being the Northeast Region. The highest rates were in the
Western Region with the Southern
Region ranking second. Included
in the Western Region are Nevada

•

..

and 1972 and in graph form in
Figure l. We have used 1972 data
in Figure 1 since later data for the
United States has not been tabulated.
The largest percent of divorces
is granted in the first 5 years of

with a rate of 15.6 and California,
8.4. North Dakota was lowest with
a rate of 2.2 divorces per 1,000
population.
There was a slightly greater increase in 1973 than in 1972, which
may reflect a speeding up of the
divorce process for some couples
because of no-fault divorce. The
1974 rate does not indicate that
this trend has continued. Any
permanent change can be better
assessed in a few years.
What about the increase in divorce in the middle years of marriage? The data show clearly that
although there is an increase in the
number and rate of divorces, the
proportion of divorces for the
length of time married remains
about the same. The percentage of
total divorces and annulments obtained in each 5-year period of the
duration of a marriage is shown in
Table 3 for the years of 1968, 1970

Fig. 1 Percent of divorces by duration of
marriage, including annulments, 1972.
70
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Table 1. Marriages and marriage rates 1968-1974
l'nited Siale ..
\"/ill/fin

1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

Rate

:\'ebraska

pfT

2,069, 258
2,145,438
2,158,802
2,190,481
2,282,154
2,277,000
2,233,000

J ,O()() PO/lUlalioll

10.4
10.6
10.6
10.6
11.0
10.9
10.5

\'/ill/bl'l

RaIl' per 1,()(){) Popu/atwlI

14,287
15,145
15,666
15,080
14,106
13,770
13,873

9.9
10.5
10.6
10.0
9.2
8.9
9.0

Table 2. Divorces and divorce rates 1968-1974
l"nited SUles l

•

..

1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

:"""cbrask.a

YUlllhn

Raft' per 1 ,(JO{) Populatio/l

\"lllllbn

Raff per 1 ,()()() Popu.latio/l

584,000
639,000
708,000
773,000
839,000
913,000
970,000

2.9
3.2
3.5
3.7
4.0
4.4
4.6

3,010
3,275
3,712
4,013
4,458
5,071
5,191

2.10
2.30
2.50
2.70
2.90
3.30
3.36

lDi\OICe "'Iati . ;ti(~ lcfer no! to entire L'.S. hut to the DR:\, (Diyorte Registratiol\ Area). In 1972,29 states participated .
rotal ... include e~lillldlt·"i itOIl] the other Siales.

Table 3. Percent of divorces by duration of marriage'
196R

LS.
Year'i \lan"ied

0--4
5-9
10--14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30+

Il>al;l

illdude

(~ Ihl'I)/(('1

38.7
24.2
14.2
9.6
7.3
3.6
2.4
100.0
dlllllilllle!lts

1970
:\ebraska

q

f)iI'O/a.1

40.4
24.2
13.3
8.9
7.6
2.2
2.4
100.0

~I(

19n

V.S.

:\chra"ika

lJiIJorctl

~1 J)h'orCl'I

38.9
25.3
13.8
9.0
7.0
3.3
2.6
99.9

44.1
22.6
12.7
8.1
7.1
3.0
2.3
99.9

V.S.

(lr

DII!Or(f'1

39.7
25.1
13.3
8.9
6.5
3.8
2.7
100.0

\:ehraska
~,~ /)n'o)"(f'1

42.5
23.0
12.8
8.7
6.1
4.5
2.4
100.0

marriage. Nearly half of the divorces occur at that time. There is
a decreasing number and percentage in each subsequent 5-year
period of marriage. If we consider
the middle years of marriage to include couples who have been married from 15 to 24 years, the data
show that 17.4 percent of United
States divorces and 14.8 percent of
Nebraska divorces occur during
those years. Only 6.9 of the United
States and 6.5 percent of Nebraska
divorces occur after 25 years of
marriage with 78.1 and 78.3 percent, respectively, occurring within
the first 14 years of marriage.
What do these statistics mean?
The middle years of marriage are
usually considered the launching
stage, when children leave home
for school, for work, or for marriage. It is a stage of major adjustment for the middle-aged parents.
Many authors describe this as a
time when the strain on the marriage relationship causes couples
to break up, or when cou~les who
have wanted a divorce may feel
free to separate without hurting
the children. The evidence presented here suggests that a high
percent of cou pies weather the
launching stage successfully. The
divorce-prone years are still the
early years of marriage. Teenage
marriages have been especially
vulnerable to early divorce.
Present data do not support the
prediction that marriage may be
on its way out. Nor do they lend
credence to the popular assumption that there is a marked increase in divorce rates in the middle years. The rates remain quite
constant.
With the many changes occurring in the lives of people, the fast
pace of living, the change toward a
more liberal acceptance of divorce,
and with people living longer and
more active lives, it is perhaps surprising that so many marriages last
for 50 or more years. Because of
lower death rates, the decrease in
number of widowed individuals
more than balance the increased
divorce rates. Thus, we find more
cou pies celebrating their golden
wedding anniversaries than ever
before. 0
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Collecting Nebraska's Colorful Agates
By Roger K. Pabian
The inexperienced gemstone
collector may sometimes think of
Nebraska as being a place Mother
Nature forgot. Mother Nature,
however, may be enjoying a little
chuckle at the many gem collectors
who drive right through Nebraska
on their way to more exotic gem
fields.
Nebraska has, in truth, much to
offer the prospective gem collector, and many of Nebraska's rural
residents have found gem collecting to be an excellent means of recreation . There are 21 gem and
mineral clubs in Nebraska, many
in the small, rural communities.
Members include numerous farmers and ranchers who have become keenl y aware of the interesting rocks on their properties.
Agate is the most common gemstone found in Nebraska, having
been reported in 91 of93 counties.
Current co llections represent all
but Hayes and Frontier.
In 1967 , Nebraska's centennial
year, the Nebraska Legislature designated Blue Agate as the State
gemstone. This material occurs in
place in both Dawes and Sioux
Counties. It is found in rocks that
geologists classify as the Chadron
Formation of Oligocene (Tertiary)
age.
These rocks are about 30 million
years old and are confined chiefly
to the Panhandle of Nebraska.
They consist mainly of sandstones,
siltstones, and claystones; but in
some places, these coarse rock
types are punctuated with nodules
of bluish, greasy-appearing material that the gem coll ector recognizes immediately as agate.
Agate is fairly hard (7 on a scale
of 10), which is of great assistance
to the prospector. Wind, rain , and
snow erode the softer rocks e nclosROGER K. PABIAN is Resea rch Geologist,
Conservation a nd Surve y Division .
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ing the agates, so that the prairie
north of Crawford or Chadron is
covered with residual agate
nodules. This rock is often called
chalcedony, a term designating
colors of low intensity in agate,
such as gray, light blue, or li ght
yellow. It common ly is translucent
to transparent.
Hard rocks are cut with a
diamond saw, a metal blade impregnated with diamond dust and
operated in a bath of mineral oil
coolant to prevent the metal from
melting. A slice or two from the
heel of some agate nodules from
the northwest panhandle may reveal a bland, grayish interior or a
deep blue. Sometimes brilliant red
or yellow interiors are encountered. These agates rival the finest
material available from northern
Mexico, where the choicest agates
in the world are reputed to be
found.
Blue Agate is unique in that it is
formed in place right in Nebraska.
Another type of agate found in the
northwest Panhandle is call ed the
" Fairburn" or Fortification Agate
-the former name being for Fairburn , South Dakota, from which

Right, Fairburn Agate a nd
"Blue" Chalcedony, Chadron Formatio n , Crawford area. Below, moss
agates from Platte River gravels.

the first agates of this type were
collected. These agates were
formed in rocks of Pennsylvanian
Age (about 300 million years ago)
in Wyoming and South Dakota.
The Oligocene deposits of Nebraska contain the gravels of ancient, sluggish streams that originated in these states. Gravels deposited by these streams contain
Fairburn Agates.
Because they are rather rare
compared to Blue Agates, a day's
collecting may yield on ly one or
two specimens. Yet their beau tiful
colors and striking patterns are so
exquisite that a single specimen
may be worth several days collecting time to the avid aga te fancier.
Fairburn Agates can be found in
the gravels covering much of the
prairie about 20 miles north of
Crawford.
In additio n to Fairburn Agates,
the Oligocene grave ls north of
Crawford contain a rock called
Prairie Agate. The 1967 Nebraska
Legislature selected Prairie Agate
to be the state rock . However,
Prairie Agates are not agates by
a n y stretc h of the imagination.
Though they may be co lorfull y

layered, they do not possess any of
the str ikin g features of agate. To
the geologist, these sto nes would
be prope rl y ca lled c hert. It is
chem icall y the same as agate (S,02,
silicon dioxide) but agate has a
crystalline microstructure whereas
chert does not.
Not all good agate is found in
the northwest Panhandle. Some
excelle nt specimens of moss agate,
banded aga te , and agatized wood
have bee n found in De uel County,
near C h a ppell, and in Keith
Cou nty, near Ogallala. This material may also be found on gravel
bars in the channel of the present
day Platte River. The Platte River
has eroded into deposits of ancient
rivers originating in the west, reworki ng these deposits in the process. T he agates are found in both
the ancie nt deposits and in the ter-

races and gravel bars of the Platte
River. The source of such gravel
was the Front Range of Colorado
and other deposits in Wyoming ,
Colorado, and western Nebraska.
Much of the agatized wood may
have originated in Cretaceous time
(about 100 million years ago) in
forests that flourished in Colorado. Wood becomes agatized
when porous areas are infiltrated
with waters that are saturated with
Si02. The si lica is deposited in the
wood as agate. Some agat ized
wood is very colorful. The grain or
other interesting structures of the
wood may be preserved and areas
of deep red, orange, yell ow, white,
or black may often be intermingled with transparent areas to
produce very striking color combinations, patterns, or contrasts.
Although rounds (full limb sec-

Above, Lake Superior Agates from southeastern Nebraska. Below, petrified woods from Platte River grave ls in Deue l County.

tions) of Nebraska woods a re not
as common as they are in the Petrified Forest of Arizona, Nebraska's petrified woods are every
bit as colorful.
Agate of one type or another
can be found along just a bout
every major drainageway of Nebraska, fine specimens having
been collected in the valleys of the
Republican, Loup, Calamus, Elkhorn, and Niobrara Rivers .
A third source of Nebraska's
agates was the Canadian Shield,
about 550 miles to the north . What
may well be the oldest agate in the
world (Precambrian age , about
one billion years ago) formed in
lava flows in what is now part of
the north woods. These agates
were transported here by glaciers
during the Ice Age, of Pleistocene
time (one-half milli on to a million
years ago). Collectors commonly
call these agates Lake Su periors or
Lakers, the name being derived
from the Lake Su perior Till, a glacial deposit in Minnesota, rather
than from the water body of the
same name.
Lake Su perior Agates can be
found in the eastern part of Nebraska and many fine specimens
have been retrieved from road
cuts, fields, and grave l bars in
streams from Crofton to Falls City
and as far west as Columbus. An
excavation near 28th and Dodge
Street in downtown Omaha has
even yie ld ed a Lake Su perior
Agate. Most Lake Su perior Agates
are highly colored and have striking patterns. Alth ough generally
an inch or less in diameter, specimens as heavy as 4 pounds have
been found .
As a resource, Nebraska's agates
are always valu able for the recreational outlet they provide collectors. However, fine pieces of
jewelry made from Nebraska
agates also bring great pleasure to
the people who own and wear
them. It is doubtful that any Nebraska agates occur in quantities
that cou ld be called commercial.
Their chief valu e may well lie in
the fact that an agate or piece of
petrified wood often becomes the
switch that turns on the inquiring
yo ung mind. 0
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Plan now jor storing

ACID-TREATED
CORN
By Norman C. Teter

Researchers tried
several methods
that successfully kept
corn jor a year.

Table I. Concrete bunkers filled with acid-treated corn at UN-L Field Laboratory, Mead.
Grain a

A<-id b

mixture

Corn
stored

\1oisture

wh.

Sept. 22-29,
1971
Sept. 29Oct. 4, 1971
Oct. 11-14,
1972
Oct. 23-25,
1973

Acid

Acid wt.

J)egrfe.' F

Pfrffllt

RlHher\

PerU'l/!

added
to corn
Gallo//I

73°

40--60

9546

23.4

702

1.02

0

40-60

8836

25.5

847

1.30

57°

80--20

7360

25.7

883

1.62

75°

80--20

8562

22.6

910

1.5

temp.

Date filled

80

to

grain

wt.

Perrent

Acid preservatives have been
successful for storing corn and
barley in England and Canada for
some time. They also worked well
in a Nebraska storage test run by
farmer Ted Sherbeck of Ansley in
1970.
These successes led to a series of
storage experiments with acidtreated corn at the University of
Nebraska Field Laboratory at
Mead over the next few years.
Sherbeck's corn was stored at
25-percent moisture, treated with
acid and kept in a galvanized bin.
The bin rusted, but the corn kept
well. At Mead, corn of 22- and
26-percent moisture was stored in
roofed concrete bunkers 26 feet by
60 feet by 10 feet deep. Corn was
also stored in piles beneath a roof
and outside. Data from the tests
appear in Table 1.

Problem Is Moisture
Problems connected with storing acid-treated corn often go back
to dilution of the acid caused by
moisture movement into or within
the grain (migration). This moisture can be rain or snow or condensation on colder grain of the
water evaporated from warmer
grain.
The problem is solved by
weather protection with roofs, by
aeration, and by coating concrete
walls to prevent neutralization of
the acids. Wall coatings favored
are polyethylene, either 2 mil
(.002") thick stuck to the wall with
asphalt mastic, or 6 mil thick hung
against the wall.
Bunker storage was not successful with solid floors. The corn kept
better in a bunker equipped with
an aluminum wire screen floor
over wooden slats. Forced aeration
was required when the grain
temperature was above 60° F at
time of storage.

aIncoming grain temperature measured in the truck.

nThe first number give~ pen.en! of propionic iH.id, the "c(ond, the percent of (ltetil acid.
{1.56 percellt te~ted the following Januan.
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NORMAN C. TETER is Extension Engineer
(Livestock Systems).

Moisture migration was studied
in each bunker storage situation.
In 1972, warm corn was stored at
85°. Five feet below the surface,
temperatures within the grain
mass averaged 84° in November,
and 78° in January and February.
Grain at the top averaged 68°, 40°
and 40° for those months. Relative
humidity of air between the kernels was nearly 100 percent.
A temperature difference between the interior of the grain
mass and the surface causes the
water vapor to move to the surface
and condense on the cool grain.
With a 78° interior (5 feet below
the surface) to 40° surface temperature, a vapor pressure difference
of 9.6 inches of water existed. This
pressure difference was sufficient
to cause much moisture migration
and condensation with consequent
dilution of the acid.
By March 1, 1972, molds spoiled
the corn on .the surface region that
rose to 32- to 36-percent moisture.
Corn from the two bunkers was
removed and dried in March.
Eight tenths of one percent of the
corn was thrown out because of
visible molding that caked the
grain. The bacterially darkened
corn toward the center of the pile
was fed to cattle. Minor spoilage
occurred on the floor. Since the
regions of increased moisture
were the regions where molding
was most serious, acid dilution was
clearly the cause.

A test in 1973-74 demonstrated
the value of aeration for temperature equalization. Corn averaged
about 75°F into the bin. Two
weeks after filling temperatures
ranged from 73° in the center to
45° on the surface. But 355 hours
of operation of a blower delivering
about 700 cubic feet of air per minute (0.08 CFM/bu) lowered and
equalized temperatures to a 10°
spread in December and 6° spread
in March. Moisture did not migrate enough to give trouble.
Acid treated corn stored in the
fall was aerated by natural convection when stored at 57° and aerated with a fan when stored at 75°.
Neither bunker of corn showed
spoilage from moisture migration
when the corn was removed the
following August.
Outside, Inside Tests
We also tested acid treated corn
of 25-percent moisture in piles
outside and inside a building. Results showed that acids will preserve grain outside during the
winter, but grain in outside piles
may spoil in the spring. Inside
piles of 1,800 bushels of acidtreated corn at 25-percent moisture kept well for an entire year.
On October 14, 1972,630 bushels of 25-percent corn were treated
with 70 gallons of 80-percent
propionic and 20-percent acetic

acid and piled on aluminum
screen wire on the ground. The
corn increased to 39-percent moisture when it was removed without
damage in February.
Acid levels had reduced from
the 1.5 percent applied rate to
0.95 percent on top and 0.41 percent on the edges. Spoilage in the
subsequent warm weather would
surely have occurred if the corn
had not been fed as the acid was
depleted.
In contrast, two 1,800 bushel
piles of 25-percent moisture, acidtreated corn piled inside a building October 15, 1973, showed no
signs of spoilage in a year. Since
rain dilutes the acid, protection
from rain is necessary to prevent
spoilage of acid-treated corn.
Serious molding of acid treated
corn contacting concrete walls, estimated at 2 percent loss in 1972,
led to cooperative investigation of
wall coatings. As shown in Table 2,
black polyethylene plastic was a
superior covering from the standpoint of cost and protection. Although coal tar epoxy gave excellent protection, it is costly.
Chlorinated rubber and vinyl
coatings need to be applied in two
coats to be effective. A single coat
has too many pin holes that permit
local spoilage. When coatings of
chlorinated rubber or vinyl are
flawless, protection is excellent. D

Table 2. Spoilage of acid-treated corn on concrete walls related to wall protection.
Cost of

Equalizing Temperature
Moisture migration resulting
from a temperature difference can
be prevented by equalizing tempe.ratures in storage. Low level aeratIon can accomplish this. In 1972
the corn at 57° was stored on a
screened floor and natural cooling e~ualized grain temperatures
Suffi.Clently to prevent molding. A
maximum of 4° differential within
the bin existed in the later part of
Fe.bruary 1973, which prevented
aCid dilution from condensed
water.

rime of ~torage
\Iollth and \ear

9171 to

\lold

material
\Vall coating-

~/ft2

Spoilage

10172 to 8173

6 mil black polyethelene
sheet
None

10173 to 10174

None

10173 to 10174
10173 to 10174

Coal tar epoxy
Chlorinated rubber, single
coat

30
15

:\To
Yes

10173 to 10174
10173 to 10174
10173 to 10174

Vinyl coating, single coat
A low cost concrete sealer
Asphalt mastic covered with
2 mil polyethylene

20
10
5

Yes
Yes
No

3172

5

condition

No

None

Yes

o to 5" thick
0" where conditions
allowed grain to
dry
Mold up to 4" thick
on entire wall
None
Molded at pinholes
through the
coating
Same as above
Molds up to 1" thick
None

Yes
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Right. ty pi ca l mound
pushed out b y a diggin g go phe r.
Belo w. ra ngeland infested
with three or four gophe rs ca n beco m e
ridd le d with mo und s like this .
causing ha voc for graz in g calli e a nd
d estro ying va luabl e g rasses.

POCKET GOPHERS
A grassland nUIsance
By Ron Case, J. Stubbendieck,
an d J. D. Druecker
One of the most active residents
of Nebras ka's grasslands is hardly
ever seen. His damage, however, is
all too ap parent. He is the pocket
gopher, a rodent who tunnels
below the s urface, ki c ks out

Rol': CASE is Assista nt Profe ssor of Po ultry and Wild life Sciences (Wildli fe Eco logy): J. STUIl IlEND IECK is Assista11l Profe sso r of Agro no my (Range Manage me nt ),
Panhandle Statio n ; J. D. DR uEc KER is As sociale Professo r of biology, C h ad ron Stal e
Coll ege.

mounds of soil that smother vegetation, eats plants, chews on roots,
and weakens sod causing grazing
animals to break through .
Whi le he is mere ly a tolerable
nuisance to some stockmen, he has
been a costly tenant for others. It is
estimated that forage production
in some areas of Nebraska's grasslands has been decreased as much
as 25 percent because of pocket
gopher activities. Areas of native
range severely affected by pocket
gophers have had forage production reduced by as much as 55-60
percent.
Pocket gophers perform a use-

ful role as they mix, fertilize and
aerate soils by their digging, excrement and burying vegetation.
However, these benefits accumulate over a long period, and it is
easier to assess his immediate
damage than his long-term contribu tions.
Because of the pocket gopher's
impact on rangeland , the University of Nebraska is studying the
pock et gopher's life history , collecting data on damage , and exploring ways of controlling gopher
numbers and reducing damage.
Probably the most cha llenging as(Colltillued

Pocket gop h e rs are named for their ch eek po uches where they store food. Long inciso rs are used for digging.

U/1

next page.)

Pocket gophers ...
pect of that research is in developing efficient control methods for
gophers on grasslands.
One of the reasons they are difficult to control is their subterranean nature.
Pocket gophers should not be
confused with other small rodents
commonly called gophers, since
pocket gophers spend most of
their lives underground and are
seldom seen. They may come to
the surface when pushing dirt out
from their underground tunnels,
possibly when feeding, and sometimes when relocating.
They move when seeking a
mate or when the young disperse
to new tunnel systems; however,
most relocation takes place underground. They are solitary animals,
and the only time more than one is
found in a system is during mating
or when raising young. In Nebraska they apparently have one
litter each year, averaging four
young.
Pocket gophers are well adapted
to life underground. They have
long claws on their forefeet and
are powerfully built in the forequarters. They also use their teeth
in digging. The upper and lower
incisors are large and the lips close
behind them so dirt does not get
into their mouth. Outside of their
mouth cavity, on either side, are
pockets (about two inches long) in
which the gophers carry food and
from which they get their name.
The tunnel system of pocket
18

gophers may cover an area of several hundred square yards. The
depth of tunnels may go to five
feet but usually is four to fourteen
inches, depending upon soil type.
Most mound building occurs during the fall with considerable activity in spring. In sandy soils, each
gopher may push to the surface
well over 100 mounds each year.
Although pocket gophers can
subsist on a diet of grasses, they
prefer forbs and have been found
to have a preference for prickly
pear cactus. Further evidence of
the gophers' preference for forbs
is noted by their abundance along
weedy highway and railroad
rights-of-way where the vegetation
has been disturbed.
Pocket gophers do not hibernate, and in winter they feed on
roots, stems and leaves stored during the summer. Roots comprise
about 70 percent of the annual
diet of these gophers.
Attempts have been made to
control pocket gophers by land
management, poisoning and trapping. A sound range management
practice is a preventative measure.
Many researchers have documented a greater abundance of
pocket gophers on overgrazed
lands because there is generally a
higher percentage of weedy forbs.
A crop rotation system may also
be an effective control of pocket
gophers. Since they are active year
round, a rotation scheme of alfalfa
with a row crop should result in
unsuitable gopher habitat during
the row crop portion of the rotation.

Poisons or traps can be used as
control measures, but they present
some problems. First, lethal
methods are rarely 100 percent effective. That means the control
will have to be repeated. Depending upon the extent of kill with the
first treatment, retreatment could
be necessary for several years. A
concerted effort must be made
each year to keep pocket gopher
numbers down.
A second problem with lethal
methods is the problem of delivering the lethal agent to the gopher.
Since gophers are essentially
subterranean in habit, the agent
must be placed below the soil surface. This can be costly in terms of
labor, special equipment or both.
Sometimes a combination of
poisoning and trapping will provide adequate control.
Bull snakes, weasels, badgers
and coyotes eat gophers, and owls
are sometimes significant predators when pocket gophers venture above ground. There are no
known predators, however, that
will effectively limit gopher numbers.
Grassland, livestock and pocket
gophers interact in a fashion that
affects not only forage available
for livestock now but also the future condition of the range. Lessening gopher problems necessitates changes in land use or costly
methods of control, many of which
are impractical on large areas.
Extension Wildlife Specialist
Phil Gipson and county agents
have information about gopher
control. 0

WOlllen
on
Tractors
Over 400 Nebraska farm
women have completed one of
several tractor safety seminars now
going on in Nebraska. The seminars are a joint effort of the
Women's Committee of the Nebraska Farm Bureau and local
county Extension offices.
RoBie Schnieder, Extension
Safety Specialist at the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln, is course instructor.
In the one-day safety seminar
farm wives are taken through basic
safety procedures in operating
farm equipment. They cover such
things as proper engaging and
disengaging of power take-offs,
reasons for tractor overturns, road
regulations for slow moving vehicles, and safe handling of anhydrous ammonia.
Though the participants don't
get into detailed first-aid techniques, Schnieder does give them
pointers on emergency tactics in
tractor-related accident situations.
Learning to operate a tractor is
not the prime objective of the
seminars, according to Schnieder.
"We emphasize safety in using
farm equipment, especially tractors. Then we urge the farm
women to go home, read the tractor operator's manual, and have
their husbands go through the operation of the tractor step-bystep."
Tractor safety seminars aren't
new in Nebraska, but Schnieder
says they are gaining interest.
. "More women are finding that
~n order to help out with the farm109 they have to drive tractors. But
mo~t of them have been taught by
theIr husbands and haven't
learned basic safety techniques."
So as more and more women
take an active interest in the farm-

Above, participants in the Lancaster County seminar check out the cab of a
tractor in for testing at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln tractor test lab.
Below, Nebraska State Patrolman Frank Manning talks to the women about
the function of a slow-moving vehicle (SMV) sign and its proper placement
on a tractor. At right is Rollie Schnieder, Extension Safety Specialist and
instructor for the seminar.

ing operation, their interest in
farm
safety
Increases.
As
Schnieder puts it, "Women are
looked to for safety leadership in
the farming operation, and they've
really taken the leadership in the
last few years."
Counties which have had seminars for farm wives include

Adams, Antelope, Buffalo, Cass,
Dakota, Fillmore, Holt, Kearney,
Lancaster, Nemaha, Saline, and
Thurston. Fall sessions are planned for women in Kimball, Logan,
McPherson and York Counties. 0
-KATHLEEN SULLIVAN,

Editorial Associate
Agricultural Communications
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Economic effects of

ABANDONING
BRANCH RAIL LINES
".

by
Dale G. Anderson
Floyd D. Gaibler
Railroad branch-line track in
Nebraska and elsewhere appears
to face an uncertain future. Since
1963 some 241 miles of Nebraska
branch-line road track-l mile in
14-have been abandoned. Hearings are underway which will determine the fate of another 273
miles.
The potential effect of abandonments, coming as they are in
the face of increasing grain shipments, is of much concern to grain
prod ucers, elevator owners and
operators, and other residents of
rural communities.
Findings of a recent University
of Nebraska study indicated that
abandonment may not mean immediate hardship to grain shippers and handlers if reduced rates
for multiple-car shipments from
larger facilities result. Although
the study centered on a six-county
area in south-central Nebraska
(Figure 1), the basic conclusions
may apply to other similar areas.
Results of a parallel study for
north-central Iowa, made by Iowa
State University researchers, were
similar to those of the present
study.
.The Nebraska study area contall~s 84 country elevators through
whIch 66.5 million bushels of grain
are projected to move by 1980.
The area contains 603 miles of
track, 194 miles of which are incapable of carrying fully loaded
100-ton covered hopper cars. Railroads have asked for permission to
abandon 39.3 miles of track'
another 67.2 miles were aban~
DALE G AND
. A ssoClate
.
ERSON IS
Professor
.
o f Agricultural Economics' FLOYD D
GAIBLER is a former Research' Assistant.
.

doned in 1972, but repurchased
by local shippers.
The purpose of the study was to
determine the economic implications (both public and private) of
alternative grain marketing systems. A computer model was employed to structure and evaluate
three different systems or options:
Option I-The existing rail and
elevator system as described above
(Figure 1). All rail traffic moved
from country elevators under
single-car rates.
Option 2-Existing system was
upgraded such that all lines could
accommodate multiple-car shipments of covered hopper cars.
Fifty-car rates were assumed available to certain elevators which
were upgraded to "subterminal"
status to qualify as unit-train shipping points.
Option 3-Alllight-duty branch
lines (25 percent of the line-haul
tracks) were abandoned; remaining track was upgraded. Subterminal facilities chosen by the computer were afforded 50-car rates.
Each option was evaluated in
terms of net returns (revenue at
final grain destination minus all
transportation, storage, variable
handling, subterminal investment,
and rail-line maintenance and upgrading costs). Additional rural
road and highway upgrading and
maintenance costs brought on by
rail abandonment were compared
against additional fuel tax and
vehicle license revenue.
The options, ranked in order of
net returns were:
First-Option 3, abandonment
of 25 percent of the track, yielded
the highest net returns. Seven sub(Continued on next page.)
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Branch lines ...
terminals shipped 66 percent of
the grain leaving the study area,
primarily to Gulf ports, and all
under 50-car rates. The remaining
34 percent of the grain was moved
from country elevators under
single-car rates.
Second-Option 1, the existing
system, performed second best.
Grain moved from country
elevators under single-car rates to
a wide range of destinations.
Third-Option 2, all lines upgraded, was most costly and
yielded the lowest net returns.
Seven su bterminals shipped 63
percent of the area's grain to Gulf
markets under multiple-car rates.
Remaining grain was moved directly from country elevators
under single-car rates.
Maintenance and upgrading
costs were $569,000 lower for the

abandonment option than under
the present system, and $1,232,000 lower than under the upgraded system. Additional savings
were possible from reduced rail
car requirements and improved
utilization of highway investment.
Option 3 required maintenance of
only 75 percent of the track and
needed only three-fourths as
many rail cars as the present system.
The analysis suggests that country elevators can continue to operate in the short run despite loss of
their rail line and institu tion of
multiple-car rates. None was
forced out of business as a result of
rail abandonment, or lack of access
to special rates. Elevators on abandoned track served primarily as
storage houses, however, and
would probably compete poorly
over the long term with subterminals on main lines.
Abandonment forced no great

shift in grain flow patterns beyond
those caused by multiple-car rates.
Country elevators tended to be
bypassed by farmers during all but
the peak harvest months under
both the option to upgrade all
light lines and the option to abandon them. Multiple-car rates were
sufficiently low as to offset additional costs of trucking the grain.
Furthermore, increased truck tax
and license revenue exceeded by
three to five times the additional
costs of road maintenance and resurfacing made necessary by track
abandonment.
In short, findings suggest that
rail-line abandonment need not
spell immediate economic disaster
for affected elevators or for shippers. Transportation costs to grain
shippers should decline if abandonment is accompanied by reduced rates for multiple-car shipments from larger facilities on remaining lines. D

Fig. 1 Rail lines in the six counties studies for effects of rail abandonment, 1974.
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Source: Based on map published by the Nebraska Public Service Commission.
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Feedlots and Recreation Lakes
An example of how they can be good neighbors
Bv J. A. Nienaber, J. L. Gartung
,
and C. B. Gilbertson
When a creek passes a fee~lot
and empties into a recreatIOn
pond, the threat of pollution could
be severe.
Just such a situation will s~on
exist in Papillion, but pollutIOn
from the feedlot will not be a problem. A well designed disposal sys-
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A. ~IENABER is an agricultural engineer
wi th the Agricultural Research Service
(ARS)-USDA, and instructor at UN-L;
J. L. GARTUNG is Research Associate (Livestock Waste Management); C. ~. GILBERTSON is Assistant Professor of (Livestock
Waste Management) and agricultural engineer with ARS-USDA.

tern has proven it can keep the
waste from emptying into the
pond.
The feedlot in question is owned
and operated by Larry Schram,
whose farm has 40 acres zoned for
cattle feeding by the city of Papillion. It is traversed by Walnut
Creek, which will supply water to a
proposed recreation and flood
control lake a half mile from the
Schram farm. The lake is part of
the long-range flood control project of the Papio Natural Resource
District.
Recognizing that Schram's feedlot was an extreme example of
high pollution potential, the Environmental Protection Agency in

1973 selected it as a site for research of feedlot runoff control. It
also was chosen for research because it was accessible to the public
and could serve as a demonstration site. EPA awarded a contract
to L. P. Schram Feedlot, Inc., to
carry out research in cooperation
with the University of N ebraskaLincoln.
The Agricultural Engineering
Department of UN-L was responsible for designing the facilities
and conducting the research. Development of practical methods of
controlling feedlot runoff has
been a joint effort of Agricultural
Research Service and UN-L since
(Continued on next page.)

Photo. of the Larry Schram farm in Papillion taken from a plane flying north shows (A) feedlots, (B) hol~ing ponds, (C) Waln';lt Creek
and direction of flow, (D) center pivot irrigation system for disposing of waste. Not shown, but east of (e) IS the planned recreatIon lake.
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Feedlots ...
1968, and earlier research provided information on the type and
size of structures required.
Precipitation runoff from a
feedlot appears to be most manageable when three system components are used:
1. A debris basin, which collects
the runoff and removes the settleable solids from the liquid. This
separation results in a liquid form
of runoff which can be handled
with conventional pumps.
2. A holding pond, which collects the liquid drained from the
debris basin and stores it until it
can be applied on the land.
3. A disposal system, which
distributes liquids on the land by
conventional irrigation techniques.
The Schram feedlot runoff control facility was designed to demonstrate several methods of
runoff control. Some of the
facilities, including three debris
basins and a holding pond, were
designed by the Soil Conservation
Service. Six of the ten basins are
inside the feedlot fenceline with
several types of liquid outlet risers
installed.
Runoff flows from the basins
through,. a buried PVC pipe to a
sump pump which pumps it to the
holding pond. An 8-foot deep debris basin was constructed to save
space. This is an experimental
basin and special equipment will
be needed to remove solids.
The holding ponds have a
capacity equivalent to the 24-hour
precipitation expected once in 10
years, generally called the 10-year,
24-hour design storm and is equal
to 4.6 inches at Papillion. Liquid is
pumped from tile holding pond as
soon as possible without causing
runoff from the cropland.
The disposal system must be
able to operate in wet periods
without causing surface runoff.
Since topography of the Schram
farm requires that a sprinkler irrigation distribution system be
used, a self-propelled center pivot
was installed to cover 52 acres of
adjacent cropland. The disposal
system, considered a possible ben24
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efit to crop production, will apply
liquid at 1/8 inch per acre.
Earthwork of the runoff control
facilities was completed in September 1973 in time to control a
4.8-inch rain. Although this was
above the design storm, overflow
was, minor. Because the fall of
1973 was extremely wet, the feedlot surface and debris basins did
not dry.
During extended periods, the
mud would be detrimental to animal performance. Winter freezeup appeared to solve the mud
problem, but caused new problems. The body heat of a steer
melted through approximately 3
inches of ice when the 1000-lb
animal lay on the basin. The steer
died as a result of struggling to
free itself when its feet slid under
the frozen surface. Regular checks
were conducted until the basin was
completely frozen.
The summer of 1974 was ideal
for drying the basins, and solids
could be removed and placed back
on the lot surface to form mounds.

t

Solids cleaned from basins outside
the feedlot were spread on adjacent cropland.
The disposal system, completed
in June 1974, opera ted successfully. Had rainfall bee en normal,
the feedlot runoff would have
su pplemented crop water needs.
However, during this dry year,
runoff was too minimal to meet irrigation needs.
In the fall of 1974, the feedlot
surface was dry and the control
facilities were ready to accept any
winter runoff. The melting snow
and rainfall have filled the holding
ponds, and disposal operations
will begin as soon as possible.
Will this system protect the lake
to be built downstream? The performance of the facilities during
the 4.8-inch rain in September
1973 proved that it will. Although
the disposal system was not tested
at that time, it can apply liquid at a
rate below the soil water intake
rate.
Visitors are welcome to see the
facilities at any time.D

